1. Match the words to the pictures.

A. The animals hid from Lion.
B. “There’s a lion with bigger paws,” said Clever Rabbit.
C. “I’m going to eat you,” roared Lion.

2. Match each word in line A with a word that means the opposite in line B.

A: clever          big          strong          before          wide
B: small          after          narrow          weak          stupid

3. Number the sentences in story order.

A. Lion looked into the water. _____
B. Lion leaped at the lion in the water. _____
C. Clever Rabbit led Lion to the river. _____
D. Another lion looked back. _____

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

lion    rabbit    snake    fish    butterfly    river    deer
Writing activity: Look at the picture below, then write down five more animals you can see in it. Try to write down one fact about each animal.

1. I can see Clever Rabbit. He has long ears.
2. I can see...

Can you think of any more jungle animals? Do you know their names in English?